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We show that for both single-Slater-Jastrow and Jastrow geminal power wave functions, the formal
cost scaling of Hilbert space variational Monte Carlo can be reduced from fifth to fourth order in
the system size, thus bringing it in line with the long-standing scaling of its real space counterpart.
While traditional quantum chemistry methods can reduce costs related to the two-electron integral
tensor through resolution of the identity and Cholesky decomposition approaches, we show that
such approaches are ineffective in the presence of Hilbert space Jastrow factors. Instead, we develop
a simple semi-stochastic approach that can take similar advantage of the near-sparsity of this four-
index tensor. Through demonstrations on alkanes of increasing length, we show that accuracy and
overall statistical uncertainty are not meaningfully affected and that a total cost crossover is reached
as early as 50 electrons.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods that rely on
random walks in the space of Slater determinants, i.e.
in Hilbert space (HS), have seen rapid progress in re-
cent years. Work on full configuration interaction QMC
(FCIQMC)1,2 has laid bare how effectively sparsity in
a wave function’s determinant expansion can be ex-
ploited, helping for example to reignite interest in se-
lective configuration interaction methods3–6 as general-
purpose tools for strongly correlated systems. Likewise,
auxiliary field QMC has seen rapid progress in its effi-
cacy in molecules,7–9 including some that display strong
electron correlation.10 In addition to these developments
in HS projector Monte Carlo, progress in Hilbert space
variational Monte Carlo (HSVMC) has provided an exact
size-consistency correction11 for the antisymmetric gemi-
nal power (AGP) ansatz and has facilitated more general
efforts in wave function stenciling.12–14 Indeed, work in
stochastic HS methods remains very active, with efforts
towards a post-HSVMC perturbation theory appearing
earlier this year.15
Although they have significant differences from one an-
other, these HS approaches enjoy a number of advantages
in common when compared to QMC approaches that rely
on random walks in real space. For one, they can inter-
operate with and be compared to traditional quantum
chemistry methods more easily, as they live within the
same basis set approximation and provide relatively easy
access to standard wave function characteristics such as
natural orbitals and reduced density matrices.16 Further-
more, like essentially all HS methods, they can employ
the frozen core approximation,17–19 which unlike pseu-
dopotentials provides a rigorous accounting of Pauli ex-
clusion effects between core and valence electrons. As
the construction of accurate and transferable pseudopo-
tentials for transition metals remains a challenging and
active area of research20 and is particularly difficult in
the context of real space QMC,21 HS methods offer a po-
tentially powerful advantage in this broad area of chem-
istry. Finally, the unfavorable cost scaling of all-electron
real space QMC with nuclear charge22,23 poses challenges
for core excitation spectroscopy, whose ability to probe
local electronic structure in an increasingly time resolved
manner24 promises to enhance its already considerable
role in chemical spectroscopy. With recent progress in ex-
cited state VMC25–27 promising to greatly enhance sim-
ple wave functions’ capture of the orbital relaxation ef-
fects that are especially important in core spectroscopy,28
HSVMC is in principle well-placed to assist in the design
and interpretation of such experiments.
However, HSVMC faces the significant disadvantage
of having to deal directly with the four-index electron-
electron repulsion tensor within the HS representation of
the ab initio Hamiltonian. While trivial in real space
QMC, these electron-electron repulsion terms often drive
the cost scaling of HSVMC, as they typically cause any
randomly sampled configuration to connect to O(n4) con-
figurations within the wave function. As random walks
are typically performed in a local basis in order to max-
imize the efficacy of the Jastrow factor,29,30 this issue
exists even when the fermionic part of the wave function
is the Hartree-Fock determinant, as its representation in
local orbitals is dense. When combined with the need to
increase sample size linearly with system size to control
statistical uncertainty, one finds that the energy eval-
uation for even the simplest Jastrow-Slater wave func-
tion requires O(n5) operations in HSVMC, even though
the analogous wave function’s evaluation in real space
requires only O(n4) operations.31 While one might ex-
pect relief to come from standard quantum chemistry ap-
proaches such as the resolution of the identity (RI)32–34
or Cholesky decomposition (CD),35–37 the HS Jastrow
factor connects all four of the repulsion tensor’s indices in
a way that prevents these rank-reduction methods from
offering any advantage. There is thus a disparity between
the cost scaling of VMC in real space and Hilbert space
that cannot be immediately remedied by standard meth-
ods, despite the fact that these two QMC techniques are
working with wave function forms that are the analogues
of each other.
To resolve this disparity and bring the cost scaling
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2of HSVMC in line with that of its real space cousin,
we will employ a semi-stochastic summation of the two-
electron integral terms in which the large terms, which
are small in number, are summed exactly while the large
sum over small terms is estimated statistically. This type
of semi-stochastic approach has proven very effective in
both FCIQMC,2 where it has been used to perform ex-
act imaginary time propagation among the “important”
configurations in conjunction with stochastic propaga-
tion among the rest, and in the perturbative correction
to heat bath configuration interaction,6 where the sum-
mation of second order terms is broken into a small set of
large terms and a large set of small terms. As HS Jastrow
factors work best in a local orbital basis,29,30 the vast ma-
jority of two-electron integrals that HSVMC encounters
are small in magnitude, and so the sum over two-electron
integrals that drives the method’s cost scaling is very
well-suited to a semi-stochastic treatment. While the
eventual sparsity of the integral tensor in large systems
provides a formal guarantee that simply exploiting spar-
sity would reduce cost scaling in the large-system limit,
our semi-stochastic approach becomes advantageous al-
ready for about 50 electrons due to its ability to exploit
the presence of many small but not-quite-negligible in-
tegrals. In this proof-of-principle study, we will describe
why traditional approaches are ineffective, the details of
our semi-stochastic approach, and benchmarking calcu-
lations on alkanes that numerically confirm our formal
conclusion that the disparity in cost scaling between real
space and Hilbert space VMC can be eliminated.
II. THEORY
A. Hilbert-space VMC
We begin with a generic total energy expression given
a Hamiltonian H and an electronic state Ψ.
E =
〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 (1)
Expressing the Slater determinant basis of our HS using
occupation number (ON) vectors38 |~n〉, we can resolve an
identity and write the total energy as sum of “local” en-
ergies EL(~n) weighted by the wave function’s probability
distribution.
E =
∑
~n〈Ψ|~n〉〈~n|H|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 =
∑
~n
P (~n)EL(~n) (2)
P (~n) ≡ |〈Ψ|~n〉|
2
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 (3)
EL(~n) ≡ 〈~n|H|Ψ〉〈~n|Ψ〉 (4)
VMC achieves an unbiased statistical estimate of this
total energy
E
VMC
=
1
N
∑
~m∈S
EL(~m) (5)
by averaging the local energies on a sample S that
consists of N configurations drawn from from P via
the Metropolis algorithm.39 Although other choices of
the importance sampling function are possible and of-
ten advantageous,40–42 for the present study the simple
choice of the wave function probability distribution P will
suffice. Using the Central Limit Theorem,43 the statisti-
cal uncertainty  in this energy estimate can be related
to the energy variance
σ2 =
〈
(EL − E)2
〉
P
(6)
=
∑
~n
P (~n) (EL(~n)− E)2 (7)
as  ∝ σ/√N . Although the practical need to take a
large number of samples to control this uncertainty is
a drawback of Monte Carlo approaches, the sample size
required by VMC is smaller than one might expect due
to the zero variance principle.44
The second-quantized ab initio Hamiltonian
H =
∑
pq
hpqa
+
p aq +
1
2
∑
pqrs
(pq|rs)a+p a+r asaq (8)
causes the naive cost of Hilbert-space VMC to scale as
at least O(n4) per configuration sample due to the 4-
index sum over two-electron integrals. This scaling with
respect to the electron number n assumes that the num-
ber of spatial orbitals is proportional to n. Note that
the scaling may be even worse than this depending on
the complexity of Ψ, but for common choices such as
the Slater-Jastrow and Jastrow AGP (JAGP) wave func-
tions the use of the Sherman-Morrison formula and the
Woodbury matrix identity allow the cost scaling to be
limited to that dictated by the above sum over double
excitations.29,45 In contrast, in real-space VMC, where
the identity in Eq. (2) is resolved in the real-space posi-
tion basis, the cost of evaluating one local energy scales
as O(n3) and is driven by the kinetic energy term rather
than the electron-electron repulsion.31 As the only dif-
ference between these two cases is which basis the ex-
pressions are being evaluated in, one might imagine that
the O(n4) local energy scaling of HSVMC is artificially
high, and indeed the success of various quantum chem-
istry methods at reducing the cost scaling of the electron-
electron repulsion integrals suggests that a similar scaling
reduction should be possible in HSVMC.
3B. The JAGP ansatz
We will demonstrate our scaling reduction using the
JAGP ansatz.29
|Ψ〉 = eJˆ |ΨAGP〉 (9)
Jˆ =
∑
p≤q
Jααpq nˆpnˆq +
∑
p¯≤q¯
Jββp¯q¯ nˆp¯nˆq¯ +
∑
pq¯
Jαβpq¯ nˆpnˆq¯ (10)
|ΨAGP〉 =
(∑
rs¯
Frs¯a
†
ra
†
s¯
)n/2
|0〉 (11)
Here indices without (with) bars are for alpha (beta)
spin orbitals, a†p creates an electron in the pth orbital,
nˆp = a
†
pap, and |0〉 is the vacuum state. Note that the
JAGP has also been used extensively in in real space
QMC,46–50 where, like Slater-Jastrow, it enjoys a cost
that scales quartically with system size (cubically for in-
tensive quantities). Note also that, if the symmetric pair-
ing matrix F is chosen to have rank n/2, then the AGP
wave function simplifies to a single Slater determinant,47
and so the JAGP ansatz contains Slater-Jastrow as a spe-
cial case. Thus, if we can demonstrate reduced scaling
for JAGP in HS, the same follows for Slater-Jastrow.
C. Resolution of the Identity
Reduced-scaling methods in quantum chemistry often
rely on tensor factorization to simplify the tensor con-
tractions involved in energy expectation values and other
expressions. One of the most well-known and widely used
factorization approaches is to apply an approximate res-
olution of the identity (RI)32–34 within the two-electron
integral tensor,
(pq|rs) =
∫ ∫
dr1dr2
ψp(r1)ψq(r1)ψr(r2)ψs(r2)
|r1 − r2| (12)
≈
∑
στ
(pq|σ)M−1στ (τ |rs) (13)
in which the dimension of the matrix M is greatly smaller
than the square of the number of one-electron basis func-
tions. Typical choices for obtaining M and the three-
index tensors (pq|σ) and (τ |rs) are the density fitting51
and Cholesky52 approaches. In practice, the dimension
of M need grow only linearly with system size in order
for the RI approach to be accurate, which leads to a sub-
stantial reduction in memory use and, in many cases, a
reduction in the cost scaling of a method due to simpli-
fications in the method’s tensor contractions that the RI
decomposition permits.
Unfortunately, not all contractions against the two-
electron integrals can benefit from the RI approach. Con-
sider an example relevant to the present discussion, which
is the component of the JAGP local energy coming from
the all-α term in the two-electron part of the Hamilto-
nian. If the Jastrow factor is not present, this energy
contribution is29
EAGP2αα =
1
2
∑
iajb
(ia|jb) 〈~n|a
†
iaaa
†
jab|ΨAGP 〉
〈~n|ΨAGP 〉 (14)
=
1
2
∑
iajb
(ia|jb)[(RΘ)ia(RΘ)jb − (RΘ)ja(RΘ)ib]
(15)
where i and j run over the no occupied α orbitals in
the sampled configuration ~n, a and b run over the nu
unoccupied α orbitals, and the matrices R and Θ are
derived from the AGP pairing matrix. The left-hand
part of the sum in Eq. (15) is a Coulomb-like term whose
cost of evaluation can be lowered by exploiting the RI
approach to the integrals
1
2
∑
iajb
(ia|jb)(RΘ)ia(RΘ)jb
' 1
2
∑
iajb
∑
στ
(RΘ)ia(ia|σ)Mστ (τ |jb)(RΘ)jb (16)
so that the worst-case step in the contraction is the ia
(or jb) sum with cubic system-size scaling. The right-
hand part of the sum in Eq. (15) is exchange-like, and
although such terms are not as easy to simplify with
RI approaches, they can in many cases be handled at a
dramatically lower cost than the naive direct sum would
suggest.53–55
With the inclusion of the Jastrow factor, however, this
part of the local energy expression is modified by what
can be written as a transformation of the two-electron
integral tensor29
(ia|jb)→ (ia|jb) exp( Ka +Kb −Ki −Kj
+ Jab − Jia − Jjb
+ Jij − Jib − Jja
)
(17)
in which K depends both on ~n and the Jastrow variables.
This transformation spoils the simple RI factorization of
the coulomb-like term due to the links created between
pairs of two-electron integral indices, which also serve
to greatly complicate the handling of the exchange-like
term. We therefore see that JAGP, due to the effects of
the Jastrow factor, is not easily accelerated by the appli-
cation of RI techniques, and so we must look elsewhere
if we wish to lower the cost-scaling of HSVMC to match
that of real space VMC.
D. Semi-stochastic Local Energies
Rather than employing tensor factorization, the local
energy can be evaluated efficiently by breaking the two-
electron sum over iajb into a small sum of large terms
and a large sum of small terms, the latter of which is
4estimated statistically. We rely on the Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality56
(ia|jb) ≤ |(ia|jb)| ≤
√
|(ia|ia)|
√
|(jb|jb)| (18)
to decide which terms to place in which sum. As shown
for example in Figure 1, these bounds imply that most
integrals are small in value when working in a local ba-
sis. In the limit of a large system size, local one-particle
bases (which are anyways most appropriate for encod-
ing correlations via the Jastrow) lead this inequality to
imply that the number of non-trivial elements in the two-
electron integral tensor will scale only quadratically with
system size. Indeed, for a term to be non-trivial, orbital a
must be among the O(1) orbitals that have overlap with
orbital i. Likewise for orbitals j and b. As we work in the
local basis obtained via symmetric orthogonalization57 of
the atomic orbitals, we may thus use Cauchy-Schwartz as
a guide for identifying large groups of small integrals that
can be handled stochastically without incurring substan-
tial increases in statistical uncertainty.
The precise computational cost of the semi-stochastic
evaluation consists of three parts: screening the terms
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FIG. 1. Sorted integral values for different index pairs (i,a)
used in Cauchy-Schwartz bounds, arranged on both regular
(top) and logarithmic (bottom) scales for octane in a sym-
metrically orthonormalized STO-3G basis.
into deterministic and stochastic portions, computing the
deterministic portion, and computing the stochastic por-
tion. Calculating or looking up the 2-index (ia|ia) and
(jb|jb) integrals requires O(n2) operations, and sorting
those integrals requires O(n2log(n)) operations.58 Hence,
the cost of screening is O(n2log(n)). After screening, we
may divide integrals into four groups, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. First, we find the set of L index pairs (i,a) with
the largest |(ia|ia)| values and deterministically add up
the two-electron parts of the local energy that involve
two-electron integrals for which both the (i,a) and (j,b)
index pairs are within this set. To achieve the desired
overall cost scaling, we choose the number of “large” in-
dex pairs as L ∼ O(n3/2), which also ensures that in the
large system limit only trivial terms will be left over for
the stochastic part. In the benchmarks below, we have
made the specific choice of L = floor(
√
non2u). Finally,
for the summation over the “small” terms in the other
three groups in Figure 2, we make a statistical estimate
by drawing index quadruplets from a uniform distribu-
tion over those quadruplets in each group. Again, to
ensure that the overall scaling with system size matches
that of real space VMC, we set the size of the sample
(divided evenly across the three groups) as O(n2). In the
benchmarks below, we use the specific sample size of 8n2.
Note that this statistical estimation affects only the two-
electron part of the local energy; all one-electron terms
are evaluated deterministically as has been implemented
previously.29
We can also analytically estimate the statistical un-
certainty of the total energy estimate. If we compute
the local energy at least partially stochastically, then the
FIG. 2. A schematic showing the division of two-electron inte-
grals (ia|jb) into deterministic and stochastic bins according
to the size of the Cauchy-Schwartz bounds for each index pair.
5total energy estimate can be written as
1
N
∑
~m∈S
EL(~m) ' 1
N
∑
~m∈S
E˜L(~m) (19)
where E˜L(~m) denotes a stochastic estimate of the local
energy. Let us denote by a random variable δ~m the differ-
ence between the semi-stochastic and deterministic local
energy values
δ~m = E˜L(~m)− EL(~m). (20)
for each of the configurations ~m that appear in our VMC
sample S. As we are using independent, uniform ran-
dom samples of two-electron integral index quadruplets
for our stochastic local energy estimates at each of the
N configuration samples, these random variables will be
uncorrelated, and so upon summing our local energy esti-
mates to generate our total energy estimate the variances
of these random variables will be additive.59 This allows
us to express the variance in our total energy estimate as
σ2 = 〈(EL(~m)− E)2〉|Ψ|2 + 1
N
∑
~m∈S
var (δ~m) (21)
where var(δ~m) is the variance in our local energy estimate
for configuration ~m. The first term here is the usual VMC
energy variance due to the random sample of configura-
tions, whereas the second term is the additional energy
variance due to the use of semi-stochastic local energy
(SSLE) estimates. Crucially, we see that the statistical
uncertainty in the total energy, which is proportional to√
σ2/N , will still decrease at the same 1/
√
N rate as in
typical VMC, although its magnitude at a given fixed N
will of course depend on the size of the sample we use for
the stochastic portion of the local energy.
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FIG. 3. Scaling of the portion of the calculation that com-
putes the local energy and its derivative with regard to the
wave function parameters. The number of configuration sam-
ples is fixed. The SSLE approach shows an O(n3) scaling,
whereas the traditional, deterministic local energy approach
shows a O(n4) scaling.
III. RESULTS
A. Scaling Reduction
We have verified the theoretically expected scaling re-
duction for our SSLE approach in a series of linear alka-
nes, from butane to octane, treated in the STO-3G or-
bital basis and using the Hartree-Fock ground-state ge-
ometries from the Computational Chemistry Comparison
and Benchmark Database.60 As seen in Figures 3 and
4 for a straightforward evaluation of the JAGP energy,
SSLE brings the cost scaling per configuration sample
down to cubic in the system size, both for the cost of the
local energy evaluations alone and for the overall cost of
the entire HSVMC energy estimate, which also includes
propagation of the Metropolis Markov chain. Note that
the number of electrons in these plots excludes those in
the frozen core, which we took to be all the 1s electrons
on the carbons. As expected, the cost of the local energy
evaluations in traditional HSVMC scales quartically with
system size due to sums over the four-index two-electron
integrals. The observed scaling of the overall energy eval-
uation, including Markov chain propagation, is between
cubic and quartic, which can be understood by recogniz-
ing that the Markov chain propagation step has a cubic
theoretical asymptotic scaling, and so in these system
sizes a scaling in between that of the asymptotic scalings
of the chain propagation and the local energy evaluation
is observed. Of particular note is the fact that for this
class of systems, we achieve not only a scaling reduction
but also a cost crossover in between heptane and octane,
i.e. at about 50 valence electrons.
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FIG. 4. Scaling of the full total energy calculation. The num-
ber of configuration samples is fixed. The SSLE approach
shows an O(n3) scaling, whereas the traditional, determin-
istic local energy approach shows an overall scaling between
O(n3) and O(n4). This matches our expectation, because the
Markov chain propagation scales as O(n3).
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FIG. 5. Statistical error of the total energy for the calcula-
tions in Figures 3 and 4. The overall statistical uncertainty
(circles) and the uncertainty from the configuration sampling
(crosses) are obtained from blocking analyses. The uncer-
tainty due to the SSLE itself (diamonds) is estimated by re-
peated evaluations on the same sample of configurations, each
with independent index quadruplet samples.
B. Statistical Uncertainty
Reducing the scaling and cost of HSVMC would not
be worthwhile if it came at the cost of large increases
in statistical uncertainty. In Figure 5, we see that al-
though the SSLE approach does introduce an additional
component to the uncertainty as we would expect from
Eq. (21), it is small and decreases in importance as the
system size grows. As these calculations were carried
out with a system-independent value of the configuration
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FIG. 6. Statistical uncertainty of the total energy vs. the
number of configuration samples. The system is STO-3G pen-
tane. The fitted curve, whose expression is y = c
√
1
x
where
c is a parameter, indicates that the uncertainty decays as ap-
proximately
√
1
N
both with and without the use of SSLE.
sample size N in order to reveal the per-configuration
cost scaling, we see that this decay in the added SSLE
uncertainty with system size is not due to configuration
sampling. Instead, this comes from the fact that, asymp-
totically, there are only O(n2) non-trivial two-electron
integral elements while we have designed the SSLE to
handle O(n3) elements deterministically. Thus, as sys-
tem size grows, the size of the two-electron integrals that
are treated stochastically should decay to zero, thus driv-
ing down the SSLE’s contribution to statistical uncer-
tainty in larger systems. Furthermore, Eq. (21) teaches
us that this benefit will remain even when we increase
the number of configuration samples N , and so in a large
system where N must grow linearly with system size to
control configuration sampling uncertainty in the total
energy, the absolute energetic uncertainty coming from
the SSLE approach will decay even faster.
As an additional verification that the SSLE does not
modify the usual statistical properties of HSVMC, we
have checked explicitly that the central limit theorem’s
1/
√
N reduction in overall uncertainty is maintained.
As seen in Figure 6, the expected reduction in uncer-
tainty with increasing numbers of configuration samples
is maintained. To summarize, we find that in the evalu-
ation of the JAGP energy, the SSLE approach does not
meaningfully affect the statistics of HSVMC and in fact
even the small effect it does have decays with system size.
C. Optimizing the Wave Function
While reducing the cost and scaling of the energy eval-
uation in HSVMC is welcome, it is not of much practical
use if the benefits do not extend to the wave function
optimization. This reality is why in our cost scaling data
in Figures 3 and 4 we have analyzed the time for eval-
uating the local energy and its derivatives with respect
to all wave function variables, as these derivatives are
the foundation of optimization methods. As the cost of
estimating these derivatives typically dominate the cost
of wave function optimization, whether working with the
linear method61–63 or an accelerated descent scheme,64 it
is crucial that their evaluation also be made more efficient
by the SSLE approach.
In addition to efficiency, however, one must also con-
sider the fact that the derivatives and the optimization
methods that use them have different statistical prop-
erties than the energy itself. For example, the nonlinear
nature of the eigenvalue problem at the heart of the linear
method can lead statistical uncertainties in the local en-
ergy derivatives to lead to biased parameter updates.64,65
Due to this concern, we have explicitly tested how the
SSLE approach affects the wave function in the context
of a linear method optimization of the JAGP in ethane.
As seen in Figure 7, the overall optimization is not greatly
affected by the use of the SSLE approach, although we do
find that the additional uncertainty does slightly modify
the final optimized energy. When using the two-electron
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FIG. 7. Total energy estimates of STO-3G ethane as the lin-
ear method optimizes the wave function. The Jastrow vari-
ables are fixed at zero for the first 8 iterations, after which
they are optimized alongside the pairing matrix variables.
index quadruplets sample length of 8n2 chosen in Sec-
tion II D, the final optimized energy is 2 mEh higher than
when the local energy and its derivatives are evaluated
fully deterministically. Although it is difficult to tell if
this poorer optimization is the result of a nonlinear bias
or simply a noisier but unbiased step direction, in either
case the situation should improve if more index quadru-
plet samples are used and the additional uncertainty from
the SSLE is reduced. Indeed, when we increase the in-
dex quadruplet sample size by a factor of 5, the optimized
energy is a more tolerable 0.4 mEh above the reference re-
sult. Thus, we find that while the SSLE does not prevent
successful wave function optimization, the linear method
appears to be more sensitive to the additional uncertainty
created by the SSLE approach than does the energy it-
self. In future work on the SSLE, modifications to the
optimization method that make it less sensitive in this
regard are clearly desirable, and it may be preferable to
employ a descent optimizer that is less prone to nonlinear
bias difficulties and thus less noise sensitive.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a semi-stochastic local energy ap-
proach to Hilbert-space variational Monte Carlo that
brings its cost scaling with system size in line with the
O(n4) overall cost scaling of real space variational Monte
Carlo for both Slater-Jastrow and Jastrow antisymmetric
geminal power wave functions. This scaling arises from
an O(n3) cost per configuration due to the local energy
evaluation and an additional factor of n due to the need
to increase the configuration sample length in order to
maintain a constant statistical uncertainty as system size
is increased. We demonstrated that this scaling reduc-
tion does not come at the cost of a large prefactor, with a
cost crossover for energy evaluations occurring at around
50 valence electrons in our tests. Furthermore, the re-
sulting increase in statistical uncertainty is small and de-
cays towards zero in the large system limit, although it
is somewhat more noticeable during a linear method op-
timization. Given the wide range of ongoing activity in
Hilbert-space variational Monte Carlo, especially in ar-
eas that connect to machine learning, the ability to work
with the ab initio molecular Hamiltonian at a lower cost
scaling should be broadly beneficial.
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